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Coloured Stones, Sculpted Objects:

Subjects for Sculpture

For the majority ofEuropean stone sculpture created after the Renaissance,

the idealized white colour ofantique statuary seems to have forbidden the

use of colour. Polychrome sculpture could still be found in certain geo-

graphical areas, or in certain spécifie catégories (such as devotional images),

but in thèse works colour is added to the sculpture afterwards, through
paint. This essay concentrâtes on the introduction ofcolour through mate-
rials, in particular the combination ofa variety ofcoloured stones within a

single work of art. The technique, which dates back to antiquity, enjoyed a

revival from the late sixteenth century onwards. It was driven not by simple

mimesis, where coloured stone was used to imitate the natural colours of
the represented object, but was founded upon a more complex dialectic,

where the features of the materials themselves played a leadingpart. Given
this relationship, we may wonder about the raison detre of thèse sculptures:
was not their main purpose to display the beauty of the stone, a feature
celebrated by the Florentine Agostino del Riccio in his Istoria délie Piètre
at the end of the sixteenth century? 1

I would like to discuss several issues raised by thèse works, often
neglected by art historians, without theorizing the practice of sculpture
111 coloured stone

> which remained mainly intuitive. In fact, the technique
ls ased on a direct, sensual relationship with the materials: FilippoJuvarra

(

l67.8-i736), giving instructions as to which kind ofcoloured marble to use
^architecture, spécifies that spots within the stone must be large - 'grandi,

^
1 - and contrasting - 'accio si goda la macchia délia pietra - so that

^
e motifs can be properly enjoyed.

2 The idea of delighting in the beauty

m
SUck stains' underscores the relationship between the artist and the
terials

: marble enriches architecture, which in turn reveals the qualities
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of the marble that would otherwise remain hidden. The use of coloured

marble in sculpture inevitably implies a dynamic tension between mate-

rial and subject, in that the stone is not merely a material support for the

artist s thoughts, but rather the means through which to reveal - through

a created object - the uncreated and pre-existing beauty of the stone. Our
eyes revel in the shapes and colours arranged by Nature, careless about the

académie distinction between naturalia and artificialia. Thèse shapes and

colours, unfathomably linked to human creativity, may puzzle the eyes,

for stone may contain timeless messages written by the Creator or Nature,

that can be read by those who knowhow. Lodovico Moscardo (c. i6ii-8i),

describing his collection of minerais in 1672, wrote:

I will end this description ofstones from the Holy Land with a stone in this collection

that was found in Lake Garda, under Sirmion Castle in the diocèse ofVerona. The

stone opens into two pièces. On one of them, a naturally-formed cross is visible, as

ifit had been inserted into the stone by a skilled sculptor; it is formed by two round

pièces ofwood crossed over each other and petrified in the stone. We may believe

that God left this sign, even in the huge mass ofmountains, as a memory of the Holy

Passion he suffered for mankind.
3

We do not know how this stone opened 'into two pièces', or who had had

the idea of unfastening this 'stone book' that had been sealed since the

création of the world. Another instance of this is provided by a pax that

belonged to Pope Léo X (Plate 7.1), now in Florence.
4
It is a section of a

pièce ofAfrican marble set into a silver-gilt mount, as a relie would be. The

mount 'suggests' the apparition of the Virgin Mary to Emperor Augustus,

at the place where the church of Santa Maria in Aracoeli now stands. The

Emperor, kneeling, has just laid down his crown while the Sybil points out

to him a strange radiant shape in the sky. The metallic ring isolâtes several

patches, which form the silhouette of the bust of the Virgin Mary hold-

ing the Infant Jésus. We recognize the scène, it is too familiar to our eyes

for us not to see it; but what does Augustus see? A frame around emp°

ness - yet he sees enough to drop on his knees in adoration. The

fact of this mysterious présence in the stone dictated the design o
^

object itself, which serves only to emphasize that which already eXlS

^Q[i

the bronze ring is shifted on the surface of the marble, however, the vis»
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disappears. How did the artist who made this dizzyingwork ofart manage

to scrutinize the stone, looking for an image that was présent but invisible,

and which only came into existence because he was looking for it ? Did he

not do the same thing as the Sybil, who looked for signs and recognized

them? Here, the act of reading créâtes the sign: this small pièce of stone,

like everything in Création, ifread properly (in this case, through a bronze

frame), bears the story of salvation, the ciphers ofmankind s rédemption.

It is a strange irony that the work of the Creator must be revealed by a

craftsman to give it meaning!

The over-emphasis on the conceptual aspects of modem art has led

us to adopt an abstract view of the manufacturing process, so that mate-

rials appear as a support for artists to embody their thoughts. For the

period under discussion, it is clear that there existed genuine confronta-

tion between artists and materials, ranging from dialogue to duel: for

example, Pierre Puget used to say that the marble trembled before him.

The consultation of any pre-nineteenth-century inventory of sculpture

is revealing: the identification of subjects is sometimes approximate, but

attention is constantly - and scrupulously - paid to the materials from
which the works are made; for example, the marble used for the draper-

ies, the pedestal, and even the plinth are usually described. In more récent

times, materials seem slowly to fade from the visual and mental horizons
of cataloguers: it is not uncommon, in récent publications of antique or
modem sculpture, to catch the author in the act ofquoting a seventeenth-
century description which identifies precisely the materials, while omitting
the same in his own. This loss of information matches the loss ofmeaning
carned by the materials themselves. Their colour, texture, hardness, rarity,

and so on, were meaningful, first to the sculptor or craftsman, and subse-
quently to the viewer.

The fascinating issue of the relationship between sculpture and real-

H
Cnrough the use Qf colour is dramatically acute for religious sculpture.
hile its hyper-real qualities may be justified by the transcendent nature
«le object represented, colour was more often condemned for reasons of

aste and, fundamentally, from deep-rooted suspicions of idolatry, which
^never far away when discussing three-dimensional devotional objects.

e link between colour and dévotion finds its ultimate expression in the
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use of so-called 'speaking' materials whose appearance naturally sugg
csts

certain subjects. This is the case with blood jasper, whose green background

sprinkled with purple drops, inspired the unknown Italian sculptor who
carved a Christ at the Column now in the Louvre.

5 The same blood-Iike

almost bruised, character of a particular limestone stained with red, from

the Salzburg area, was probably the incentive for Balthazar Permoser to

carve two statues representing Christ at the Column, in spite of the poor

and stubborn qualities of the stone (Plate 7.1).
6

In gênerai, art theorists have vigorously resisted the introduction of

colour into sculpture. This detachment seemed to be an a priori require-

ment for the aesthetic ofsculpture, a necessity lucidly expressed by Quatre-

mère de Quincy:

Si cette statue, quoique de pierre ou de bronze, matière brute et immobile, m'a fait

presque croire à la réalité du mouvement, à la mollesse de la chair, mon esprit per-

sistera d'autant plus volontiers dans cette erreur, que mon œil la lui dénonce. L'illusion

de la vie et de l'action a fait d'autant mieux son effet, que je connois plus la dureté,

l'immobilité de la matière.

(If this statue, though ofstone or bronze, raw and inert material, made me almost

believe in the reality of movement, in the softness of flesh, my mind will persist in

this error even more willingly because my eye denounces it. The illusion of life and

action was more efficient as I knew the hardness, the immobility of the material.)

The need for distance was also stressed by Bernini, who, in spite ofwhat

is said and written about bel cotnposto and baroque staging, always refused

the intrusion ofcolour into his sculpture; the skill in sculpture is to 'make

up ... so to speak, for the limitations ofsculpture, which cannot give colour

to objects' ('suppléer ... pour ainsi dire, au défaut de l'art de la sculpture,

qui ne peut donner la couleur aux choses').
8
It is imperative for sculptors

to realize the impossible convergence between reality, as perceived by
our

sensés through a variety of textures and colours, and hard, white marble.

Besides whiteness, hardness is a very important part of marble's aesthetic

appréciation: 'Not only the hardness of the material in a beautiful statue,

its black or white colour, do not shock us, but, ifwe think of it, it »s a

^
added pleasure and, far from regretting the hardness of the stone, we

like it to be as hard as possible' ('Non seulement la dureté de la ma" re
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dans une belle statue, et sa couleur noire ou blanche, ne nous choquent

point, mais si nous y pensons, c'est pour nous un plaisir de plus, et loin de

n0us plaindre de la dureté de la pierre, nous désirons que ce soit la pierre

la plus dure'),
9
wrote Quatremère de Quincy, stating with perfect clarity a

thought already expressed in the seventeenth century. This delicious sensory

paradox is enriched by tactile perception, as in the marble mattress placed

by Bernini under the Hermaphrodite in the Borghese collection. Father

François Raguenet, in 1700, described this staggering expérience, where the

sensés and reason are confused: 'Everybody, without knowing why, puts

the finger to it and feels, with an indefinable awe which makes one shivers,

the hardness of the marble resisting when one would expect the finger to

sink in' ('Tout le monde, sans bien savoir pourquoi, y porte le doigt, &
chacun sent, avec je ne sais quelle horreur qui fait frémir, la dureté du marbre
qui résiste où il était naturel de croire que le doigt allât s'enfoncer').

10

This criterion of hardness is certainly a key to better understand the
désire (in spite of aforementioned reluctance) to introduce colour into
sculpture from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries. The last décades
ofthe sixteenth century saw the apogée ofsculpture in hard stone and gem-
stones. Among the new forms in which they were used are décorative panels
of coloured marble, commesso tables with tops made of différent inlaid
marbles, and coloured stone in sculpture. A typical example of the period
is offered by the bust of the River Arno (Plate 7.3), made from a very rare
variety ofEgyptian diorite.

11
Its head copies chat ofa white marble statue in

the Vatican muséum, representing a river god. The headless antique statue
was given a new head when restored to represent the Arno. According to
the writer Lodovico Castelvetro (1505-71), Michelangelo himselfcontrib-
uted to the restoration: on the chest of the broken antique are the remain-

H strands of a beard, in contradiction to the orientation and position of
*e new head. Michelangelo solved the problem by providing a head with
a plaited beard.

12
Even through this copy is in bust-format, the powerful

^aracter of Michelangelo's conception can still be felt. This bust, to which
Séries in Belgian 'black marble' were added later, refers to antiquity

twice: in its subject and in its materials. But it also pays a double homage:
t0

Michelangelo's invention, and to the récent mastery by modem sculp-
l°ts of carving the hardest stones. This intellectual trend, typical of this
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type of sculpture, is accompanied by virtuoso and playful effects focusC(J
on the material - the alternation of shiny and matte surfaces boosts the

extraordinary polished finish of the flesh parts and shows the sculptons

technical virtuosity in bending this exceptionally hard stone; he seerns to

make light of carving fishes peeping from the god's beard. This rich and
complex relationship with the material underlies the work of the sculptor-

restorers working in Rome in the last years of the sixteenth century, such as

Nicolas Cordier, Giovanni Battista Délia Porta and Silla Longhi, recendy

identified as the restorer of the Seneca Borghese.
13

Coloured stone and portrait sculpture

In those last décades of the sixteenth century and the first décades of the

next, sculpted portraits willingly made room for colour. None of the flesh

was given a spécial tone, which is usually treated in plain white marble:

only the clothes, as in antique akrolith sculptures. In the deliberately distant

and intellectual art of the period, the intrusion of coloured materials was

in no way an attempt to create an illusion: it is striking that such éléments

disappear from sculpted portraits when they soared to new psychological

complexities at the hands of Algardi and Bernini. As a resuit, the effects

of coloured stone were later confined to so-called 'décorative' sculpture,

such as Moors' heads, busts of Emperors, and the like.

Thus, Guglielmo Délia Porta in the bust ofPaul III Farnese (c. 1546)

used alabastrofiorito to evoke, rather than imitate, the sumptuous sheen

of the Pope's embroidered silk clothes.
14
This choice, a capital part of the

design of the pièce, is never taken into account in contemporary scholar-

ship. Busts of cardinals, usually intended for their funerary monuments,

often combine two colours, white Carrara and red rosso antico marble. For

instance, in Roman churches alone, one can find the tombs of Cardin^

Mariano Perbenedetti (d. 1611), in Santa Maria Maggiore, that of Car

^
nal Mettelo Bicchi (1619), in Santi Bonifacio ed Alessio, and of Cardin

Appolo Emilio Sfrondrato (d. 1618), in Santa Cecilia.
15
After iézo, the sty e
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looks somewhat outdated, as in the tomb of Cardinal Fabrizio Verrallo

(d. 1614). ir» SantAgostino, wrongly attributed to Ippolito Buzio due to its

late-Mannerist style,
16
or the tomb of Cardinal Girolamo Vidoni (d. 1631),

in Santa Maria délia Vittoria. Finally, we should mention the apparently

non-funerary
bust of Cardinal Bernardino Spada (c. 1650), still preserved

in the family palace in Rome. This type of bust is rarely used in interior

décoration, for example the bust of Cardinal Marcus Sitticus Altemps

towering on the mantelpiece of his palace in RomeA similar use was found

for black nero di Belgio marble to evoke, more modestly, académie robes,

as in the funerary busts of the lawyer Prospero Farinacci (d. 161 8), in Santo

Silvestro al Quirinale,
17
and of the lawyer and economist Martin de Azpil-

cueta (1493-1586), in SantAntonio dei Portoghesi.

There are some, very rare, cases where materials are used in a strictly

imitative way, such as the bust ofVittoria Délia Rovere by Giuseppe Anto-

nio Torricelli (c. 1697):
18

it is the best proof of Quatremère de Quincy s

assertion about the absence ofpleasure when the original and the imitation

may be confused. In ail the above mentioned busts, however, the contrast

ofcolours is always a contrast of materials, and does not spring from mere

iconographie or chromatic necessity. The splendour of the stone (most

of the coloured marble was quarried in antiquity), expresses as much the

status of the sitter as his costume. Pontiffs, cardinals and doctors are lit-

erally and symbolically dad in the vestiges of antiquity to which they lay

claim as their héritage.

Belgian 'black marble' also known as 'touchstone' andpietra dipara-

gone, is, in fact, a carboniferous limestone quarried in Belgium near Namur,
Dinant, Tournai and Liège.

19
It is highly-prized for its fine-grained texture

and intense colour: it was widely appreciated as a deep black background
to show off to advantage the sheen ofwhite marble. It would also exalt the
rich variety ofcoloured stones set intopietra dura table-tops. Significantly,

black marble had an exclusive use from the end of the sixteenth century to

mid-eighteenth, to create busts of African people. Thèse objects have
recently attracted attention as an early instance of interest in the West for

peoples of Airica. Thèse pièces are often undated, and it is difficult to
0cate their production, both chronologically and geographically. Their
c
°mmercial success was grounded on their décorative aspect and they were
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widely copied and imitated, up to the présent day.
20
Antique provenance

is a fundamental data in the study of thèse works of art: for instance,
a

particularly harsh and ungainly head, today isolated in Dresden, was pur-

chased from the Chigi collection in 172.8.
21

The geographical origin of thèse productions is uncertain. The busts

are almost always attributed to Italian workshops, but the collection of

the Residenz in Munich includes a pair of busts of Africans, part of a

set of busts figuring the différent parts of the world (Plate 7.4)." They

were made in 1768 for the dining room by the sculptor Charles de Groff

(1711-74). Nothing is known about this type ofsculpture in the German-

speaking countries, even though one of its specialists, Melchior Barthel

(1625-71), was born in Dresden and later worked in Vienna. Thèse stiff,

slightly grotesque busts (Plate 7.5) recall a séries in the Prado muséum in

Madrid as well as the bust in the Indian bedroom at Rosenborg Castle

in Copenhagen, furnished in 1 691. Are the Munich busts an exceptional

instance of a German sculptor making pastiches of Italian works from the

previous century, or was the practice rather more fréquent and is only here,

by chance, well-documented?

Melchior Barthel is renowned for the colossal Atlas figures support-

ing the tomb ofDoge Giovanni Pesaro, designed by Baldassare Longhena,

in the Frari church in Venice (1660-69). He appears to have sculpted

other busts ofAfricans, one bearinghis initiais (Saint Louis Art Muséum,

Missouri). In the Venetian milieu (in the widest sensé), we should also

include some smaller busts with broad faces, ofwhich one signed by Santi

Casarini (an unknown sculptor), recently offered on the art market, is fairly

typical.
23 We may also be able to include with thèse works the head of an

African boy in the Menil collection in Houston24
and one in the Prado

muséum. 25
Other busts endowed with a classical gravitas seem to be late

eighteenth century productions, and Roman rather than Venetian. Thèse

include a beautiful bust of a young African with an incorrect attribution

to Barthel,
26 and another with white marble draperies, formerly attribute

to Alessandro Vittoria, then to the seemingly inexhaustible Barthel, whic

were both sold in London in 10 02.
27
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From the évidence ofseventeenth-century inventories, we can be cer-

tain that such busts were produced in Rome. The présence of three pairs

fAfricans, in black marble with coloured-marble draperies, in the inven-

tory of Giulio Cartari, Bernini's assistant, provides strong proof.
28 Two

busts in the Louvre collection (Plate 7.5) were thought to be eighteenth

century, until they were identified byJean-Pierre Samoyault in the inven-

tories of Prince Henri-Jules de Condé at the Château d'Ecouen in 1709,

and correctly re-ascribed to the mid-seventeenth century.
29

In fact, they

are more consistent with seventeenth-century taste: similar busts appear

in the inventories of Cardinals Richelieu
30 and Mazarin.

31 Two very similar

busts, but which blend white, black, and colours, were in the collection

of Francesco dAvalos in Naples around 1650.
32

In the collection of the

Château de Compiègne is an unusual séries of terms figuring Moors (Plate

7.6), which were in the Château de Meudon in the eighteenth century, and

purchased in Italy by the marquis de Louvois (1641-91).
33

Similar busts

regularly appeared in auction sales in Paris in the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries.
34A pièce of this kind, unfortunately lost, appears as

early as 1603 in an inventory of the Louvre Palace: A Moor dressed in a

shirt ofjasper and marble marquetry; but the head, the legs, the feet and

the arms are of black marble. Behind him, a sheaf and some arrows' (un
more vestu d'une chemise de jaspe et de marbre marqueté ; mais la teste, les

jambes, les pieds et les bras sont de marbre noir. Derrière lui, un carquois

et des flèches').
35 The description brings to mind a pair of similar statues

from the Duke of Marlborough's collection, transformed into light-stands,

used by John Vardy in the Palm Room at Spencer House in London, and
moved in 1942. with the rest of the furniture to Althorp.

Was it really only the interest for thèse ethnie types that motivated
dus production, or did the fascination with the material also play a part?

m Francucci's poem of 1613, dedicated to Cordier's Moro in the Borghese
collection, 36

the exotic nature of the subject appears to be set in parallel
with the unusual style and strangeness of the material:
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Di negro paragon lucido, e terso

Stassi a man destra un Giovinetto moro

Candido ha'l manto, c in ogni parte aspcrso

Di mille fregi di stranier lavoro ...

(Of blackand shiny marble, and neat

Stands at your right hand a young Moor

White is his cloak, ail over sprinkled

With a thousand trimmings of strange design)

In fact, African men were practically never sculpted in other materials,

apart from those used to decorate sculpted furnicure (such as stands): I

believe that the possibility of using 'black marble' induced the subject,

not vice-versa. As we have already seen, coloured marble was reserved for

architectural ornament or for the ornamental parts of sculpture, particu-

larly sculpted clothes, whereas human flesh was always represented using

white marble. In the seventeenth century, when marble was associated with

whiteness, the concept of 'black marble' and its uses for human figures was

a kind ofoxymoron that we may not fully appreciate today.

If Belgian 'black marble' was an obvious choice to depict Antonio

Emmanuele Ne Vunda (known as 'Il Nigrita), the Congolese ambassador

sculpted by Francesco Caporale for his tomb in the church of Santa Maria

Maggiore in Rome in 1608, other cases are more disconcerting, such as a

portrait of Cardinal Giustiniani 'in black porphyry', listed in the inventory

of his palace in Rome in 1641. Sculptures whose subjects in no way justi-

fied the use of black marble nevertheless frequently appear in inventories:

at Vaux-le-Vicomte, 'two small fauns in black marble' were cataloguée in

1687.
38 Most common were heads in black marble mounted on busts in^

différent colour, clearly indicated as modem copies of antique °n8in
n

The collections of King Louis XIV,
39 Cardinal Giustiniani,

40 andW
Christina ofSweden,

41
included examples ofthis type ofsculpture,

aUH
^*

we are not sure if theywere intended as imitations of bronze, or a ^
ate choice ofdisplaying black stones. The most éloquent, and also

^^
paradoxical instance, is that of busts with red porphyry heads:

rial had not been used to represent human flesh before the four ^ ^

AD. Despite its speckled appearance and its colour, which wou ^
make it unsuitable for faces, its long association with Impérial p
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to its choice in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries for portraits of

Roman emperors, and portraits of contemporary figures who wished to

express their political or dynastie ambitions, includingEmperor Charles V,

Cosimo I de' Medici, DonJuan José ofAustria and Cardinal de Bouillon.
42

Never could the famous aphorism of Marshall MacLuhan be more suitably

applied: 'the message is the média', in this case, the material.
43

Coloured stone and sculpted animais

In antiquity, as in modem times, people gave free rein to their taste for

coloured marble through représentations of animais, a genre where vir-

tuosity plays with the hardness and rarity of the material, building an

intimate (and whimsical) dialogue between living being and the minerai

world. The famous crocodile sculpted in green 'cipollino' marble, from
Emperor Hadrian's villa, is a fine example of this:

44
it créâtes a sensé of

pleasure not by illusion or imitation, but by a double sensé ofwonder
when confronted with opposite aspects of Nature, living and lifeless.

The famous she-wolf carved in rosso antico marble, with Romulus and
Remus in white marble, from the Borghese collection and now in the
Louvre muséum,45

has its origins in this taste, as do the pastiches made by
ThomasJenkins in eighteenth-century Rome, such as ChildSittingAstride
aPanther, acquired in Rome from the 'inventor' by Izabella Lubomirska
ar*d Stanislaw Kotska Potocki, to adorn their castle at Lancut.

46
Thèse

P leces may be puns, such as a snake sculpted in Prato 'serpentine' stone;

I e'0nged to the Giustiniani collection and was associated with other
oured stone works, including an alabaster vase carried by turtles, red

j^rble frogs and a porphyry vase.
47
Colour may also suggest fur: Romolo

in

TT

l

CCI c^ose a rough grey stone to immortalize the grand ducal hunt-

lapd

8
While the sUI^ COat °f Rossecto ' the Marquis Del Carpio's

alab°
g ' 1S renc*erec* in dabastro cotognino™ Snugly lying on his Sicilian

at ^

aSter CUsnion trimmed with a gilded copper fringe, he seems to stare
master with black marble eyes. From this kind ofplay - ancient
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and modem, between minerai and animal textures - sprang the famous

Hall of Animais in the Vatican.
50 The crab, an antique in green porphyry

from Gebel Dokhan, seems to have been suggested by the material itself.

Francesco Antonio Franzoni, the sculptor who made most of thèse pièces

created a pendant for it, a lobster in green Carrara marble. There is also

a dolphin in serpentine, a toad in rosso antico, a lion in giallo antico, a

wolf in pavonazzo, a léopard in onyx, giallo antico and alabaster, and an

extraordinary leaping stag in ocellated alabaster.

There can be no mistake: it really is colour, spots and patches in the

marble that matters. The fancy and the hand of the sculptor have only to

follow the guidance of the stone for inspiration. The strange fascination

still exerted by thèse pièces today is not due to trompe-l'oeil séduction, but

to the wonderful creativity of the sculptor, almost matching the endless

wonders of Nature.
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